http://supremelaw.org/authors/sachs/amicus.curiae.lauri.love.htm
http://pastebin.com/AdwKwPYC
Hacker Lauri Love sold out to USA by lawyers Assange Snowden
Extradtion sell-out of vulnerable young UK hacker Mr Lauri Love by his own lawyers
And by criminal fakers Julian Assange & Edward Snowden & Glenn Greenwald, who
cynically used Lauri Love's plight to promote themselves, whilst colluding with the US
government, & Lauri Love's own barristers & lawyers, to hide the facts that would save Lauri
Love's life & freedom
Text of key documents all below
What may have been the means to bribe & buy off Lauri Love's barristers & solicitors, are
payments from an alleged non-profit, the 'Courage Foundation', which has been engaged in
supporting frauds run by the USA intelligence agencies & security services
A scheme: Intel agencies - fake 'legal support charity' - buying corrupt lawyers & barristers
who betray the victim
Selling the victim to extradition to the USA, to jail & prison horrors, & maybe death by fake
'suicide' in US custody ... remembering Aaron Swartz who inspired Lauri Love
--Background that should be understood - what major governments know, but most of the
public does not - is that both Julian Assange & Edward Snowden - plus their media pumpers
such as Glenn Greenwald - are all liars, hoaxers, frauds & fakers working for the USA
intelligence agencies
This has all been well-proven long ago, going back to Israel's Netanyahu & Zbigniew
Brzezinski admitting that Wikileaks & Assange are under US-Israeli government control
For the many data points on the Snowden - Assange - Greenwald 'limited hang-out' hoaxes,
the European government lengthy file report on 'Snowden, Greenwald are CIA frauds' was
recently highlighted in major publication here:
http://www.veteranstoday.com/2016/09/21/russia-govt-report-snowden-greenwald-are-ciafrauds/
And a very nice review of faker Assange data points was just published here:
http://aanirfan.blogspot.co.uk/2016/09/lunch-with-julian-assange.html
Apparently Julian Assange has *not really* been 'living at the London Ecuador embassy', but
just moved in & out for photos & meetings ... a UK fake show like the GCHQ 'smashing the
Guardian computers' that helped promote the Snowden hoax

Edward Snowden, Julian Assange & Wikileaks, & the Rothschild employee & so-called
'constitutional lawyer' Glenn Greenwald, all have the files they could instantly deploy to halt
the Lauri Love extradition
Those files are, ironically enough, files proving massive bribery-related corruption involving
acts of extortion & terrorism, by the federal national court judges of Virginia USA ... who are
the very same judges who would put Snowden or Assange on trial ... yet Snowden &
Assange, Greenwald & all their other CIA-tied 'network' all refuse to speak of these files
Even though Snowden, Assange & Greenwald command global media that would put a total
stop to Lauri Love's extradition ... and to the 'Sweden extradition' farce of Julian Assange ...
and to the 'extradition threat' to Edward Snowden
But since Assange & Snowden are fakers, hoaxers, liars & frauds, actively working for US
government, not at all fearing any USA 'trial' for themselves, they hide the information that
would save Lauri Love's life ... Wikileaks will NOT 'leak' to expose USA judges taking bribes
from major political donors
Edward Snowden was, however, happy to use Lauri Love's name & plight, to promote
himself & his Assange - Snowden - Greenwald fraud & hoax faker gang ... and now they all
smirk as they help send Lauri Love off to US prison
Below:
Part 1 - Text of Fax to Parents of Hacker Mr Lauri Love
Part 2 - Text of Complaint Initiating Official Enquiry into Misconduct by Barristers &
Solicitors for Mr Lauri Love
Part 3 - Text of UK Court Filing on Proven Corruption & Crimes Against UK & EU Citizens,
by USA Federal National Judges Amongst Those to Conduct Trial & Sentencing of Mr Lauri
Love
-- With attached supporting files
--- Attachment A - UK government brief to stop extradition of UK hacker Lauri Love to USA
--- Attachment B - US Dept of Justice & US State Dept brief on bribed US judges re UK
hacker Lauri Love
--- Attachment C - US Justice Dept Attorneys face rejection of US request to extradite UK
hacker Lauri Love
Part 1 - Text of Fax to Parents of Hacker Mr Lauri Love
Rev. and Ms Alexander Love
Her Majesty's Prison Highpoint North
Dear Rev. and Ms Love,
Please confirm for us that Prison Governor Nigel Smith and staff, have passed on to you the
important material faxed last weekend from those of us working to save the life of your son
Mr Lauri Love.
As official enquiries are beginning into the gross misconduct of Lauri Love's barristers and
solicitors - intentionally not arguing the massive evidence which would have made your son's

extradition impossible - the punishment of those barristers and solicitors, will be of little
comfort if your son is dead by hanging in a fake jail cell 'suicide', as may have happened to
the late Mr Aaron Swartz whom your son admired.
Indeed we realise this is quite terrifying for you, with the lawyers and barristers you trusted,
apparently selling out your son's life to a scheme of bribery, extortion, and intimidation,
alongside the apparent funds fraud of the so-called 'Courage Foundation', also betraying your
son to Yank USA judges in bribery.
People are contacting Home Secretary Amber Rudd, the media and others in an effort to
forestall the monstrous and possibly murderous miscarriage of justice here, by this
stonewalling barrister-solicitor cabal serving the US regime. But your own voices may be the
most important ones to save your son's life.
Please let us know you received all the material to help save your son.
Dr Les (Leszek - Leslie) Sachs - Witness to the European Commission and UK and EU
governments on US legal and media corruption - Target of murder threats, hate crimes of
defamation and hoaxes by US-tied transnational crime groups
Author of 'America's Corrupt Legal System', 'Americans Murdering Their Judges', 'Foreign
Companies Face US Court Corruption: Doing Business in Big Bribery Nation', 'FAQ on US
Judicial and Legal Corruption', and key government intelligence agency reports
L.Sachs@protonmail.com
c/o Law Offices of Georges-Henri Beauthier
Berckmansstraat 89, 1060 Brussels, Belgium
Part 2 - Complaint Initiating Official Enquiry into Misconduct by Barristers & Solicitors for
Mr Lauri Love
UK Bar Standards Board and UK Solicitors Regulation Authority, UK Law Society
by fax, post and e-mail
Urgent filing: Clear Evidence of Barrister and Solicitor Misconduct, Endangering Life of UK
Citizen Lauri Love, immediate action needed to avoid DEATH OF A YOUNG BRITON
- Fraud Upon the Court, Solicitor Fraud of Client Funds
- Risk to Reputation of UK Bar and UK Law Society
- Risk of Destroying UK as International Legal Venue
Gentlemen and Ladies of the UK Barrister Standards Board and UK Law Society,
With this filing I regret to inform you of major, life-threatening misconduct by the barristers
and solicitors who claimed to 'represent' Mr Lauri Love at Westminster Magistrates Court,
whilst intentionally suppressing decisive information from court records and media, which
would have made the adverse decision of Judge Nina Tempia impossible. (Informed parties
include Stephen Cragg QC, Monckton Chambers; Ben Cooper, Doughty St Chambers;
Andrew Bird, 5 SAH Barristers; Karen Todner, Michael Evans, Kaim Todner solicitors.)

Because of this barrister and solicitor wrong-doing, Judge Tempia has erroneously
condemned Mr Love to extradition to the USA, and what documents prove to be a
significantly likely fake 'suicide' death for Mr Love, possibly by hanging, at the hands of
corrupted US authorities.
Your immediate action is urgently needed. Aside from the larger enquiries this matter
deserves, you must, in all conscience, quickly notify Home Secretary Amber Rudd that there
is significant evidence of fraud upon the court by Mr Love's lawyers who betrayed him, and
also present immediate notice to the High Court that Judge Tempia's decision must be stayed
before Mr Love is shipped off to torment and death.
This case has wider ramifications that Mr Love's life, though that is enough reason to act.
What is at stake here as well, is the entire worldwide reputation of the UK bar and Law
Society, and the very future of the UK courts as a trusted international legal venue.
In their misconduct in Lauri Love's case, barristers and solicitors for Mr Love made a
conscious decision to affiliate themselves with US-based UK law firms who are stealing and
defrauding millions of pounds of client funds; to affiliate with media executives involved in
acts of necrophilic child rape, extortion, and acts which are technically 'terrorism'; and with
the penetration of the UK legal system by agents of security and intelligence services who
assist in both frauds upon the court and frauds upon the public.
In the effort to save Mr Love's life and well-being in the urgent window of a few days in
which that is still possible, this filing is very brief, only indicating the thousands of pages of
material behind what is said here, which the barristers and solicitors for Mr Love refused to
utilise as was their sacred obligation.
What may be most helpful at the moment, is to particularly summarise the motives and
forces, the bribes and threats and powers, which form the circumstances of the barrister and
solicitor misconduct in the Lauri Love case before Judge Tempia.
Key points:
- The dossier suppressed by the Lauri Love barristers and solicitors, is the extremely relevant
thousand-page-plus file with UK authorities - National Crime Agency, Crown Prosecution
Service - on the UK-based bribery of at least 3 USA judges, including 2 USA national federal
judges, from the same group who would put Mr Lauri Love on trial. This well-evidenced
scheme is described in more detail in a June 2016 UK court filing which is appended to this
document.
- The Lauri Love USA judges are involved in a clearly-proven string of terrorism-related acts,
including threats to murder EU citizens with fake USA jail cell 'suicide' hangings; creating
fraudulent documents claiming that EU citizens enslaved themselves to US judges, 'agreeing'
to ban their own freedom of speech plus pay hundreds of thousands of extortion money to US
judges' friends; sending harassing e-mails to Europe while judges' friends e-mail computer
viruses; 'orders to Google' to hide all their own crimes, plus 'orders to Google' to illegally
block EU citizens from replying to defamations; etc.
- The bribery of the USA Lauri Love group of judges, and many related subsequent crimes,
have been funded by the top executives of Pearson plc, joined early on by the lawyers at the
Google Inc - Alphabet UK monopoly search engine. Pearson and Goog have totally bribed
the UK Guardian newspaper amongst other media, and use the UK but US-based law firms of

WilmerHale and Ropes Gray, as key agents conducting multiple criminal acts on UK soil,
including tens of thousands of words of obstruction and perversion of justice lies and hoaxes
on the UK internet.
- The Lauri Love barristers and solicitors and 'legal defence' operation, are significantly
involved with - and it seems earning income from - a so-called 'charity', the 'Courage
Foundation', which gives evidence of being involved in large-scale fund-raising fraud against
British citizens, and of being a 'front' for intelligence and security services, given that the
'Courage Foundation' represents fake 'dissidents' who are known to governments as active
intelligence agency assets and not 'dissidents' at all.
- Pearson plc executives are involved in defrauding millions of pounds out of their own
contracted book authors, and their law firm agents WilmerHale and Ropes Gray are involved
in defrauding millions of pounds of funds from their own clients. From these unlawfullyobtained funds, WilmerHale and Ropes Gray and Pearson have been tossing around
thousands of tax-evading bribery cash, to all who assist them in covering their criminal
schemes. For their 'service' in helping mask the Pearson-Goog bribery crimes, and betraying
Mr Love, the Lauri Love barristers and solicitors are able to receive ample bribery cash.
- The bribery of US judges is co-ordinated with bribery of US Presidents (Bush family and
Hillary Clinton Foundations, etc), and bribery of US Justice officials appointed by these
Presidents, so that the bribery is not prosecuted. There are also murders of US prosecutors
and judges, and threats to kill them, partly obscured in the UK by Google Inc. In short, the
files hidden by the Lauri Love legal team, show that the USA does not have any independent
judiciary at all.
- Because the Pearson-Goog bribery dossier is so explosive, bringing that dossier into the UK
courts and media, will likely halt nearly all extraditions to the USA henceforward. This of
course would diminish the 'extradition business' of barristers and solicitors, not to mention
the fundraising of the 'Courage Foundation', so the Lauri Love barristers and solicitors have
incentive to 'keep the game going' and betray and ship off to death some clients such as Lauri
Love, all the better to preserve their lively 'extradition business'.
- The UK Guardian is both accepting bribes and assisting Pearson and Google in threatening
the Lauri Love barristers and solicitors, that they will 'f-ck you up, slander you, kill you,
totally destroy you' if they do not remain silent about the bribery of US judges by Pearson
and Goog, in which the Guardian was a major participant. Guardian lawyer Gillian Phillips
has shown personal sadistic pleasure in the whole game of taking bribes to publish fake
'news' to support bribery of USA judges and presidents, extortion, terrorist acts, and
defrauding of millions by US-based law firms; to commit obstruction and perversion of
justice; and to play the known Guardian game of delivering fake 'news' to deceive the public
on an agenda for Anglo intelligence agencies and security services.
- Barristers and lawyers for Lauri Love face the classic choice of 'the bribe or the bullet'; able
to earn income and bribes by betraying their client, or themselves become a target of
reputational and career destruction by Google Inc, the Guardian and other Pearson-bribed
media. But it seems the Lauri Love barristers and lawyers have no anguish about their choice,
and made no attempt to establish a formula to save their client with the dossier they recognise
would make his extradition impossible.
- Pearson, Google and their collaborators have a standing menace of murder against anyone
who might act against their criminal scheme; the US Embassy is fully involved in issuing

passports to known child-rapists, terrorist extortionists, and potential killers to enter Britain,
so Judge Tempia herself would feel some fear as well if she is not supported by those around
her. In June, Judge Tempia received the amicus curiae filing showing her the basic facts in the
US judge bribery dossier that the Lauri Love lawyers were hiding, and she delayed enough to
give a chance for some brave barrister to come forward and get the key facts into
prominence. But Lauri Love's barristers and solicitors did not take the actions to relieve any
fears that Judge Tempia would naturally have. Judge Tempia's murder by an arranged CIA
'accident' would simply lead to another judge issuing the sadly erroneous order condemning
Mr Love, so Judge Tempia might well have felt trapped here, giving the unhappy order which
would still be given after her death.
- Beyond the particular case here, and the important matter of saving the life of Mr Love
from being ended or ruined, there is the wider question of the integrity of the UK bar and
legal system being at stake. To start with, there is the devious UK pro-US marketing by
monopoly Google Inc - whose top lawyer David Drummond loves to help crimes by his law
firm friends, such as judge and president bribery and defrauding millions of client funds.
Drummond and Google regularly hide the web pages that show the criminal acts of US-based
UK law firms such as WilmerHale and Ropes Gray, plus pushing down more honest, if more
timid, UK law firms. Google spectacularly defrauded British Telecom a few years back,
luring them into US courts where BT didn't at first realise Goog is the US judge bribery
protector. British companies and citizens don't know they are being lured by Google into
hiring lawyers involved in child rape, extortion, terrorism, bribery, and stealing masses of
funds from their own clients, and intimidating UK officials as well.
- The betrayal of Lauri Love by his barristers and solicitors, is not only a case of bribery and
threats by gangs of US-tied criminals operating in Britain, but also a case where intelligence
and security services have entered into a corruption of the UK justice process. As Pearson
and Google started by bribing US Presidents - which gave them the 'right' to bribe the US
national judges - the CIA itself has taken a direct role in their criminal schemes, CIA
contractors being in the lead amongst the 'administrators' of the pro-child-rape and internet
gang-stalking Wikipedia site of fraudulent information. And in the Lauri Love case, we have
another 'non-profit' apparently tied to the intelligence and security agencies via the 'Courage
Foundation', funding lawyers who betray victims.
Much more of course is available, but you have enough above to know you must act.
Dr Les (Leszek - Leslie) Sachs - Witness to the European Commission and UK and EU
governments on US legal and media corruption - Target of murder threats, hate crimes of
defamation and hoaxes by US-tied transnational crime groups
Author of 'America's Corrupt Legal System', 'Americans Murdering Their Judges', 'Foreign
Companies Face US Court Corruption: Doing Business in Big Bribery Nation', 'FAQ on US
Judicial and Legal Corruption', and key government intelligence agency reports
L.Sachs@protonmail.com
c/o Law Offices of Georges-Henri Beauthier, Berckmansstraat 89, 1060 Brussels, Belgium
Part 3 - Text of UK Court Filing on Proven Corruption & Crimes Against UK & EU Citizens,
by USA Federal National Judges Amongst Those to Conduct Trial & Sentencing of Mr Lauri
Love

City of Westminster Magistrates Court, South Eastern Circuit
The Honourable District Judge Nina Tempia
westminster.mc@hmcts.gsi.gov.uk
Case of Lauri Love of Suffolk UK, Case # 011503187270
Amicus curiae brief filed, due to terrorism of solicitor / barristers & UK officials
Threats to this Court from the most powerful crime group operating in the UK
Dear Honourable Judge Tempia,
Due to criminal intimidation upon both the solicitor & barristers for Mr Lauri Love, and UK
cabinet ministers, by a crime group supported by the USA government, It seems to fall to me
to file this amicus curiae brief, to present to you key facts & a brief concerning the US
extradition request concerning the accused computer expert 'hacker' Mr Lauri Love.
These facts and the attached brief from UK government files, are well-known to Mr Love's
barrister & solicitors & to the UK ministers who present this extradition case to your Court in
rather bad faith … they signal to me that it is I who must inform you, of the facts well-proven
in UK police, National Crime Agency & Crown Prosecution Service files, of the murderous
corruption of USA judges amongst those who would try Mr Love.
Home Secretary Theresa May, Lord Chancellor Michael Gove, Mr Love's solicitor &
barristers, & the USA Justice Dept itself, all fully recognise that the attached brief & the
1000-plus pages of evidence in UK gov files, make the extradition of Mr Love legally &
morally impossible. However, these UK ministers & lawyers across the UK, are frightened
& terrorised, of menaces to defame them, destroy their careers or possibly murder them, &
they need you to rescue them from a bad conscience & not extradite Mr Love. On its part, the
USA hopes to make you yield to this extradition request not by law, but by their bluff &
intimidation.
Mr Love is in grave danger from bribed, corrupted, under-threat US judges; a fraudulent US
'proceeding' with gov-tied 'lawyers' betraying him; or a fake 'suicide' as often happens there.
As the UK National Crime Agency Director-General can outline for you if not frightened, his
files show that Pearson plc bribed 3 American judges including 2 USA federal-national
judges amongst those to try Lauri Love, as part of a Pearson scheme to defraud millions of
pounds from its own book authors & from the public, in collusion with US-based, Londonoffice law firms, who also defraud millions of client funds. UK obstruction & perversion of
justice crimes include terrorist threats to kill people, US-judge-created fraudulent documents,
the bribery of the UK Guardian, & a top Google lawyer hiding truth & publishing hoaxes on
the UK internet, whilst joining with London-office US law firms to menace all UK lawyers
& public officials.
No doubt, Judge Tempia, it is frightening for you to see UK cabinet ministers & UK solicitors
& barristers all intimidated, fearing for their lives just to show facts in your courtroom. The
USA would like you to feel fear as well. But from these files I am sure you know your duty However great your fear, make a formula to not render Mr Love into the hands of criminals
whom the UK Home Secretary & Lord Chancellor are themselves too frightened to confront.
Dr Les Sachs, Witness to the EU Commission & UK & European governments

c/o Law Offices of Georges-Henri Beauthier, Berckmansstraat 89, 1060 Brussel, Belgium
L.Sachs@Inbox.LT
Attached supporting files
Attachment A
UK government brief to stop extradition of UK hacker Lauri Love to USA
Attachment B
US Dept of Justice & US State Dept brief on bribed US judges re UK hacker Lauri Love
Attachment C
US Justice Dept Attorneys face rejection of US request to extradite UK hacker Lauri Love
--Attachment A
UK government brief to stop extradition of UK hacker Lauri Love to USA
UK gov: Terminating unlawful US request to extradite accused hacker Mr Lauri Love
Theresa May, United Kingdom Home Secretary
public.enquiries@homeoffice.gsi.gov.uk
Michael Gove, UK Lord Chancellor & Secretary of State for Justice
general.queries@justice.gsi.gov.uk
Keith Bristow, Director General, UK National Crime Agency
communication@nca.x.gsi.gov.uk
Alison Rose, UK Ambassador to Belgium (delivery by hand)
copy to Karen Todner, Kaim Todner, Solicitors Representing Mr Lauri Love
ktodner@kaimtodner.com
Your Excellencies of the UK government,
The extradition of Mr Lauri Love to the United States of America is morally & legally
impossible, as is absolutely clear from the files of the UK Crown Prosecution Service (CPS),
proving clear criminal terrorist acts against UK officials, involving some of the very same
United States federal (national) judges who would be putting Mr Love on trial - these US
judges receiving bribery funds from a trans-national crime group centred & funded in the
United Kingdom, in one of the largest-scale schemes of bribery of a foreign government, &
obstruction & perversion of justice, in British history.
A briefing on these UK-funded terrorist crimes & bribery of US judges, at the USA London
Embassy, US State Department, & US Justice Department, is attached for your review.
http://pastebin.com/aWLsVMQx
Key summary points you will clearly see from your own UK police agency files:

- UK police agencies have well over 1000 pages of files on the bribery of 3 US judges by
Pearson plc & its crime group, 2 of these being US federal judges of the Eastern District of
Virginia, where US charges against Mr Lauri Love are registered, Pearson & its lawyers
bribing both 'Judge Robert Payne is my name, Federal bribery is my game', & cyber-stalking
Judge Norman Moon, who sent many harassing e-mails to Europe whilst enjoying his taxevading Pearson bribery cash, bribery of US judges being a 'right' of major US political
donors
- USA Virginia federal judges whom Pearson crime group members admitted they bribed,
engaged in multiple direct criminal acts against UK officials, including: Creating fraudulent
documents to deceive UK authorities, joining in threatening to kill UK witnesses, & implicit
menace supporting Pearson agents if they choose to murder UK officials - in other words,
possibly even murdering Home Secretary Theresa May, or Lord Chancellor Michael Gove, or
National Crime Agency Keith Bristow, in revenge for Pearson crimes being prosecuted in the
UK, with US federal judges fully ready to assist in terrorist murders & cover-up
- USA Virginia federal judges - who may be trial judges for Mr Lauri Love - as CPS files
make clear, accepted Pearson plc bribes to cause millions of pounds of financial fraud &
harm to UK companies & citizens:
-- These US judges bribed by Pearson, issued 'court orders to Google' to hide criminal acts of
UK firms paying USA political bribes, & US-based law firms with UK offices, defrauding
millions of client funds, & defrauding British companies & citizens who do not know they
are hiring US trans-national lawyer crime gangs who defraud clients
-- These US judges bribed by Pearson, issued 'court orders to Google' to assist fraudulent
fundraising & sales of products & services, to raise funds for terrorist-tied crimes in the UK
-- These US judges bribed by Pearson, issued 'court orders to Google' to block a defamed
witness to UK CPS, from replying in the UK to lies & hoaxes seeking to destroy innocent
lives, the US judges seeking to deceive & intimidate both UK authorities & UK solicitors
-- These US judges bribed by Pearson, issued 'court orders to Google' to block the history &
biography of known US terrorist, extortion, fraud & child-violating criminals travelling to the
UK, who might be rapists of UK children; defrauders of UK citizens & companies; funding,
organising & conducting UK criminal acts of obstruction & perversion of justice; & planning
possible assaults on UK officials or their family members
-- These US judges bribed by Pearson, conducted laughably fraudulent USA 'legal
proceedings' to benefit Pearson, where all court filings by a Pearson victim were ordered
deleted from court records & the internet, & only filings by Pearson agents were accepted;
--- Where Pearson victims were threatened with murder if they filed a USA court appeal from
inside the USA, with threats to disbar any US lawyer that honestly represented a Pearson
victim; & the US Virginia Appeals judges & US Supreme Court refusing to answer court
appeals made after their victim escaped outside the USA;
--- Where Pearson-bribed judges conducted fake US 'court proceedings' to internationally
harass CPS witnesses to Pearson crimes, bizarrely held by one-way harassing e-mails as well
as cyber-terrorist e-mailing of computer viruses to the victim by Pearson lawyers
- Literally tens of thousands of words were published in the UK for criminal purposes of
obstruction & perversion of justice in connection with the bribery of these US judges, posted
on the UK internet by the Pearson crime group, including lies & defamations by the US
federal judges themselves, as they seek to deceive & intimidate UK authorities
- Obstruction & perversion of UK justice for the Pearson crime group, has been overseen by
London's Ropes Gray along with WilmerHale law firms, with Ropes Gray lawyer Joan Ann

Lukey of Boston USA, chief organiser of obstruction & perversion of justice & menace
against UK officials & UK lawyers, committing these crimes within walking distance of the
office of US Federal US Attorney (prosecutor) Carmen Ortiz, the very same prosecutor who
helped 'suicide' hacker Aaron Swartz to death - Ortiz ready to allow the murder of UK
officials or police agents visiting the USA, planned & ordered by Joan Ann Lukey using
Pearson funding
- This tainted, possibly murderess US prosecutor Carmen Ortiz, who herself has massive
evidence to begin instantly prosecuting the USA side of Pearson crime group offences, &
Pearson bribery of US judges, instead has been indulging these crimes against the UK &
allowing them to proceed, Ortiz accepting laughing death threats from Ropes Gray lawyers,
who ask if Ortiz would like to be the 3rd suddenly dead female federal prosecutor who
challenged US political donors, the Pearson & Ropes Gray threat to murder even US
officials, underscoring the terrorist threat to UK officials
- The bribery - political terrorism - extortion scheme involving these USA Virginia judges &
Pearson plc, involves criminal acts committed in Britain involving not only the executive
board of Pearson; but also, as CPS files show, London's International Creative Management
(ICM); bribery of the UK Guardian newspaper's Alan Rusbridger with full criminal support
of Guardian lawyer Gillian Phillips; criminal acts by the UK's Wikipedia & its top Wikipedia
official; criminal acts by UK internet monopoly Google Inc; & criminal acts by London's
WilmerHale & Ropes Gray firms, taking the lead in planning, generating & managing
terrorism & obstruction & perversion of justice
- The Pearson bribery of US federal Virginia judges, involves the highest levels of Pearson's
board of directors, beginning as a scheme of Pearson's Counsel Alex 'the Gangster' Gigante to
steal millions of Pearson book author funds, colluding with US law firms to embroil a
wealthy author in legal controversy & terrorist acts, the US-based firms then rebating funds
to Gigante; Pearson CEO Marjorie Scardino joined in approving & continuing the judge
bribery; aided by Pearson's John Fallon publishing obstruction of justice hoaxes on Pearson's
website, & being rewarded for his role in Pearson bribery with succeeding Scardino as CEO;
Pearson chairman Glen Moreno overseeing Pearson attempts to intimidate & deceive UK
authorities
- Google Inc & its top lawyer David Drummond, joined as prime actors & partners in the
Pearson (actually Pearson-Google) crime scheme, Drummond offering full Google monopoly
services to his friends at US law firms, for international child rape, extortion, terrorism, &
obstruction of justice, when the law firm can demonstrate success in bribing US judges &
connections to major political donors; Drummond & Google Brussels lobbyist Antoine
Aubert, also desirous of revenge & harm to the CPS informant who documented the criminal
role of Google in obstruction & perversion of justice, as part of their method to threaten &
intimidate UK authorities & lawyers; Google having fully joined in the Pearson bribery of
US Virginia federal judge Norman Moon, encouraging Moon to use Google Gmail for
sending harassing terrorist e-mails to the EU, & promising to assist Moon in spreading lies on
the UK internet & in deception & intimidation of UK officials, & covering for Moon's crimes
- Pearson & Google successfully bribed former US Justice Department prosecutor Patrick
Fitzgerald, into giving Pearson-Google a 'comfort letter' promising USA non-prosecution of
all Pearson-Google bribery & terrorist crimes against the UK, the corrupt Fitzgerald who had
investigated & viewed the full criminal file, still today under payment by Google

- Pearson-Google obstruction & perversion of justice in the UK regarding the US judge
bribery, benefited from free Google websites given to Pearson criminals using fake names,
with tens of thousands of words of hate for a CPS witness, manipulated by Google to #1 in
UK search results whilst Google blocked the victim & others from replying
- Pearson-Google obstruction & perversion of justice in the UK regarding US judge bribery,
benefited from a massive multi-year hoaxing operation on the UK's Wikipedia site, the lies
managed by London racist & criminal & Wiki chief David Gerard, eager to deceive &
intimidate UK authorities, CPS able to prove that the Pearson hoaxing on Wikimedia trace
back to Pearson & the Ropes Gray & WilmerHale law firms, with Google multiplying the
Wikipedia lies on many other sites in Google search, whilst erasing replies from victims &
those trying to tell the truth; Google also hiding that Wikipedia was designed & is operated
by child-rape & gang-stalking criminals, Google defrauding UK citizens into donating to this
site which shows its readiness to help murder UK officials
- Pearson-Google obstruction & perversion of justice in the UK regarding the US judge
bribery, benefited from the successful total bribery of Alan Rusbridger & the UK Guardian
newspaper, which became the lead news media spreading hoaxes for Pearson-Google US
judge bribery, extortion, & terrorism, Rusbridger's crimes fully approved by UK Guardian
lawyer Gillian Phillips, who sent neo-Nazi anti-Semitic hate mail to the CPS witness, Phillips
eager to demonstrate the Guardian's willingness to deceive &, if called upon, help in the
terrorist murder of UK officials
- Pearson-Google bribery of the US Virginia judges, had a significant role in the
embarrassing duping & defrauding of UK Member of Parliament David Davis, who had been
seduced into becoming a promoter of the lying fraud Alan Rusbridger, Davis not knowing
that Rusbridger had long been taking bribes to publish fake libellous 'news' for US
government terrorist criminals & those bribing US judges, Rusbridger being pushed out of his
Guardian job shortly after his malicious duping of UK MP Davis was exposed
- Pearson-Google bribery of the US Virginia judges, had a significant role in the defrauding
of British Telecom (BT) which was duped into filing legal claims against Google in US
courtrooms, not realising that Google had bribed US judges to help hide Google's own
crimes, & that Google Inc is the leading USA company supplying corrupt US judges with
bribery services & benefiting from bribed US judge favours; the BT executives embarrassed
& intimidated even after becoming aware of the fraud, fearing harm or death if they
complained about crimes which seem even to be intimidating the UK government
- Pearson-Google bribery of US Virginia judges, using UK-office, US-based law firms to
conduct acts of terrorism & obstruction of justice against UK authorities themselves,
threatens to destroy the entire reputation of London & the UK as a venue for fair settling of
legal disputes; given that firms such as WilmerHale & Ropes Gray do not have their London
offices prosecuted & shut down, thanks to their intimidation & deception of UK authorities,
Google Inc hiding their serious crimes & promoting these law firms over more honest UK
solicitors; & with Pearson-Google terrorising UK lawyers & law firms all across Britain, who
fear being 'destroyed on Google' if they file in UK courts against the Pearson crimes; the
situation of these corrupt US law firms operating with impunity in the UK, already discussed
before millions of people on European television; the ultimate impact of Yank USA gangster
law firms in London, being hundreds of millions of pounds of losses to the UK economy
- Pearson-Google bribery of US Virginia judges, further proves the impossibility of legally
extraditing Mr Lauri Love to the USA, given that along with the Pearson bribery of 'Judge

Robert Payne is my name, Federal bribery is my game', Pearson criminals have continued the
illegal lifetime imprisonment of totally innocent French citizen Léonel Cazaco, a black man
laughingly insulted by racist Pearson criminals as a 'f-cking French n-gger', Cazaco sentenced
by Pearson's bribed Judge Payne, with Cazaco's sufferings a pleasure for Pearson criminals
& the Ropes Gray & WilmerHale law firms
- The Pearson-Google bribery of US Virginia judges whom Mr Lauri Love can face in a trial,
continues crimes in the UK with a 3-part programme to obstruct & pervert justice (1) Bribery
offers of both campaign funds to UK ministers, & tax-evading bribery cash liberally available
from Ropes Gray & WilmerHale; (2) Deception via media bribery; & (3) Terrorist
intimidation
- The Pearson-Google bribery of US Virginia judges, has long been known & supported at the
US State Department, where Hillary Clinton apparently was a personal recipient of Pearson
bribery funds, & which issued US passports to Pearson criminals conducting criminal acts
against the UK, & which may issue US passports to Pearson-hired killers from the USA who
could then enter the UK & possibly murder UK police or officials or harm their families
- The Pearson-Google bribery of US Virginia judges, part of a large set of terrorist, extortion
& child violation crimes fully sponsored by bribed US Justice officials, shows with absolute
clarity that the USA has no independent judiciary - with US judges themselves being
murdered / found dead after ruling against the US government (John Roll, 2011, Supreme
Court Justice Antonin Scalia dead with pillow over his face, 2016); US Congress people who
supervise judges being killed (Sonny Bono, 1998); US lawyers disbarred & jailed if they
make a filing about bribery (Richard Fine, many others); & whilst US judges who remain in
office, act in the manner terrorist perverts when conducting crimes against the UK, & taking
bribes from the Yank-criminal-infested Pearson plc executive suite & Google's corrupt
lawyers
- The Pearson-Google bribery of US Virginia judges, has London office US firms laughingly
threaten to kill even US officials who do not co-operate with their political-donor bribery of
US judges, with menace of death to Boston prosecutor Carmen Ortiz - guilty in the 'suiciding'
of hacker Aaron Swartz, a fake 'suicide hanging' being a frequent dodgy occurrence under US
'justice', one with which the CPS witness to Pearson crimes was himself threatened
- With the Ropes Gray law firm of the UK, possibly fully ready to carry out the killing of a
UK official - especially during a visit of that UK official to USA territory - & apparently
having the indulgence of both the USA 'Justice' ministry, & the USA State Department, for
ongoing terrorism-related crimes, it is understandable that you UK ministers are in fear of
prosecuting the Pearson-Google bribery & terrorist acts under UK jurisdiction
- However, if even you UK ministers are terrified - as UK lawyers have been generally
terrorised - of dealing with these horrific, extensive Pearson-Google terrorism crimes, crimes
with bribed USA Virginia federal judges targeting UK officials … how then can you ship off
Mr Lauri Love to be mauled by these US judges who take bribes, conduct acts of
international terrorism, & have no respect for law or facts - US judges who enjoy jailing for
life innocent people such as Pearson victim Mr Léonel Cazaco; US judges who join in
threatening victims with fake 'suicides' by slow-torture hanging in US jail cell; US judges
who 'order' campaigns of lies on the UK internet to obstruct & pervert justice … how can you
UK ministers ship Mr Lauri Love off to the bribe-taking hands of these USA judges, when
you do not have the courage to face these judges yourself?

- The Pearson-Google bribery-terrorist crimes in the UK, merit not only the criminal
conviction of the various UK criminals such as Pearson's John Fallon & the Guardian's Alan
Rusbridger, but also a UK request for the USA to extradite to the UK their own resident
group of Pearson-Google criminals … Joan Ann Lukey of Ropes Gray Boston, David
Drummond of Google legal … and also the US judges themselves who took the Pearson
bribes, & 'ordered' the campaign to intimidate UK officials & lawyers
Very clearly, you must STOP the extradition of Mr Lauri Love, pending full enquiry into the
many years of the Pearson-Google bribery of US judges & their terrorist & obstruction &
perversion of justice crimes that they have conducted in Britain. In fact, there is no legal right
to extradite ANYONE to the USA, given UK police proof of lack of an independent US
judiciary, with US judges themselves being leading criminals attacking the UK; the 2003 USUK Extradition Treaty must be abrogated, as a gross injustice serving USA terrorists &
criminals
For your own personal safety from US terrorist murder of UK officials, & possible revenge
via Google defamation after you leave office, several ministers together should be speaking
as a body when you take action against Pearson-Google offences. … You should as well have
new UK legislation regarding Google & Wikipedia in the UK, because of the lead role they
have taken in obstruction & perversion of UK justice; It should be illegal for any site
claiming to be 'reference' 'encyclopaedia' or similar to be anonymous - Wikimedia uses
anonymity by intention, to protect US political donors, child-rape criminals & US gov agents
As has been true, I am at the service of the CPS & National Crime Agency, for the criminal
prosecution of the Pearson-Google gang, who notoriously bribed the US judges & US Justice
ministry, who now brazenly ask you to send them Mr Lauri Love whom they might kill
Dr Les Sachs
L.Sachs@Inbox.LT
c/o Law Offices of Georges-Henri Beauthier, Berckmansstraat 89, 1060 Brussel, Belgium
--Attachment B
US Dept of Justice & US State Deptbrief on bribed US judges re UK hacker Lauri Love
Briefing memorandum to U S State Department ('State'), US Department of Justice ('DOJ'),
US Ambassadors Anthony Gardner (EU), Denise Bauer (Belgium), Matthew Barzun (UK)
Urgent - preparation for response to European government enquiries this week, presented to
the above, US Secretary of State John Kerry, & US Attorney General ('AG') Loretta Lynch
Re: US State Dept support for US passport holders engaged in criminal terrorist activities
against EU government officials & institutions
- Current policy of US State & DOJ regarding USA criminal acts targeting Europe, of the
Pearson plc - Google Inc / Alphabet Inc trans-national bribery, extortion, & terrorist network
('Pearson-Google'), associated with its admitted bribery of 3 USA judges (2 federal), scheme
targeting EU citizens & governments, with multiple crimes on EU territory (summary below)

- Current policy of US State & DOJ regarding Pearson-Google criminal principals such as
Joan Ann Lukey in Boston (Ropes Gray) & David Drummond in California (Google), & their
menaces such as that of murdering Boston US Attorney Carmen Ortiz - in Kerry's home area
- if she prosecutes Lukey's multiple crimes against the EU, Lukey a short walk from Ortiz'
offices
- Whether Secretary Kerry & AG Lynch, knowing the DOJ file history of Pearson-Google
felonies, the continued escalation of terrorist acts to obstruct & pervert justice, seek to stop
the next phase of terrorist acts possibly involving attacking / killing / defaming EU officials
- Whether Secretary Kerry & AG Lynch, continue previous corrupt Hillary Clinton / Eric
Holder policies, of suppressing honest brave US officials who would like to bring immediate
criminal indictment of Joan Ann Lukey & their fellow Pearson-Google criminals
- Whether Secretary Kerry & AG Lynch, themselves support child-rape & child-violation
networks, which play a significant role in Pearson-Google crimes, with US State passports
issued to those whom State & DOJ know may become rapists of EU children
- Current policy of US State & DOJ regarding crimes such as theft & defrauding of millions
of client funds, by US-based law firms such as Ropes Gray & WilmerHale, operating in
Europe & massively deceiving EU citizens & companies, threatening & harming the entire
EU economy, whilst conducting mass-marketing deception across the EU thanks to Google
- Current awareness of Secretary Kerry & AG Lynch regarding bribery, corruption &
intimidation of in-house lawyers at State & DOJ, via Pearson-Google-tied law firms,
inducing State & DOJ lawyers to mislead Secretary Kerry & AG Lynch regarding PearsonGoogle bribery-extortion-fraud-terrorism, in exchange for corrupting cash, favours, careers
- Whether Secretary Kerry & AG Lynch, seek to rein in the criminal sub-enterprise within the
Google legal department under David Drummond, a Google executive who betrays Google
itself & its shareholders, in order to serve his bribe-paying partners at US political-gangster
law firms who conduct large-scale criminal operations in Europe
- Whether US State & DOJ continue to indulge multi-million-paying campaign donors such
as Pearson-Google, with the prize that they are protected in bribing US judges who create
fraudulent documents to hoax EU governments, & in sending criminally harassing e-mails to
Brussels; in having corrupted US FBI agents become cyber-terrorists & e-mail computer
viruses to the EU; in having CIA contractors hoax on Wikimedia & send hate mail to EU
citizen victims; in bribing DOJ officials to produce 'comfort letters' promising nonprosecution of the most blatant & 'smoking gun'-proven criminal acts such as in PearsonGoogle terrorism
- Current policy of US State & DOJ regarding violation of the European Convention on
Human Rights, United Nations Charter, EU Member State laws & other legal instruments,
violations by US-based law firms serving Pearson-Google bribery-extortion-fraud-terrorism,
with Google silencing EU media seeking to inform EU citizens about acts of US-gov-tied
criminals
- Whether Secretary Kerry & AG Lynch, will continue previous State / DOJ policies of
encouraging racist, anti-Semitic & bigoted Pearson-Google attacks upon EU black citizens as
'niggers' and Jewish-associated individuals as 'kike Jew f-ckers'

- Whether US State & DOJ will continue to block the release of totally innocent French
citizen Léonel Cazaco, with Loretta Lynch betraying her fellow black human being, Cazaco
suffering a life sentence under US Judge 'Robert Payne is my name, Federal bribery is my
game,' bribed by Pearson-Google, the jailing of this EU citizen a racist pleasure for PearsonGoogle who laugh at the sufferings of a "f-cking French nigger"
- Whether US State & DOJ will continue their support for US political donors who defraud
millions of euros out of EU citizens & companies, by crimes such as the fundraising fraud for
the Wikipedia site operated by child rape & gang-stalking criminals working for US
government agencies; with crime partner Google censoring of truth & publishing lies, in
order to market products which raise funds for criminal terrorism & extortion purposes of US
campaign donors, deceiving EU citizens who buy such products or make such donations; and
Google's marketing of corrupt US law firms such as Ropes Gray & WilmerHale which are
stealing millions of client funds & engaging in terrorist acts against the EU
- Whether State & DOJ continue to support 'We are USA political gangster lawyers & law
firms … We are the most clever, aggressive, & successful criminal partnership in the world'
- Given the active danger of murder of EU officials pursuing misconduct & crimes of
Pearson-Google & their law firms such as Ropes Gray & Wilmer Hale, & the criminal history
of Pearson-Google exploding in new waves of terrorist activity - whether US State & DOJ
are taking any steps to prevent possible new terrorist acts against EU governments that might
be planned & implemented by Pearson-Google criminals such as Joan Ann Lukey
Given cyber-terrorist computer viruses sent by Pearson-Google lawyers & US gov staff, email response to this briefing note might not be opened or viewed; State or DOJ officers
responding should contact the Georges-Henri Beauthier law offices, Berckmanstraat 89, 1060
Brussel
Pearson-Google bribery, extortion & terrorism against EU - executive summary
The Pearson-Google trans-national crime scheme in a quick nutshell:
--Overall purpose to defraud EU citizens & companies into buying products funding criminal
psychopaths, into hiring US law firms stealing millions of client funds, & into making
donations to criminals posing as non-profit groups
- Massive ongoing criminal acts to obstruct & pervert justice and to deceive & intimidate &
threaten EU officials & governments & lawyers, & to intimidate & destroy EU media, lives
of EU citizen crime witnesses
Criminal techniques of Pearson-Google include:
- Using US judge bribery and bribery of US Presidents / Justice officials and bribery of major
media
- Terrorist murder threats & 'We will KILL YOU' extortion, and massive Google-managed
lies & hoaxes & defamations, along with Google censorship illegally blocking EU replies of
defamed victims
Details & origin of the Pearson-Google bribery terrorism scheme
- Falls under USA definition of 'terrorism', involving specific direct threats to murder EU
citizens, plus implicit threats to murder & destroy the lives of EU officials

- With some irony, a major Bush-Clinton donor with criminal desires, was tricked by US
lawyers into terrorist crimes against an EU citizen, so that Pearson-Google lawyers could
defraud the donor out of millions of funds, whilst US politicians supported the anti-EU fraud
& terrorist acts because it led to millions in bribes for Bushes, Clintons & other US
politicians
- Most principals of this terrorism scheme are US passport holders, in large part lawyers,
lawyers in executive board positions at Pearson & Google, plus lawyers at multiple US law
firms linked to US political donors (Ropes Gray, WilmerHale, Willcox Savage, others)
- As with many large-scale or trans-national crimes, many Pearson-Google criminal acts are
obstruction and perversion of justice to cover for earlier criminal acts, with Pearson-Google
at times exploding in new waves of criminal activity; with the major witness to these crimes
an EU citizen in Europe, & with much funding for these crimes sourced in a UK company
infested by US lawyer-gangsters; & with many terrorist-related acts on EU territory; there are
significant crimes of criminal threat & fraud against EU government ministers, EU police
agents, EU companies & EU citizens
- DOJ has thousands of pages of evidence, enabling immediate US felony indictments if there
is no DOJ - State political blockage or threat to destroy & kill US Attorney prosecutors, along
with surveillance data of Pearson-Google criminals boasting of their terrorist acts
- Trans-national terrorist scheme had two major initial motivations, both involving millions of
dollars of criminally-obtained funds:
-- (1) The USA George Bush family encouraged US law firms to steal & defraud millions
from a Bush donor, continually goading her into terrorist acts so she would pay millions in
bribes;
-- (2) Given the Bush donor had been pumped into a 'best selling author', but also a criminal
psychopath, terrorist threats of murder, US judge bribery & illegal international censorship
became tools to defraud EU & global public into buying novels which funded US politicians.
- The Bush donor / book author / psychopath criminal, so easily defrauded by her lawyers, is
'Patricia Cornwell', often drunk & on drugs, a teen in foster care under a child-rape figure,
Cornwell herself loving violating of children including children's dead bodies, along with
terrorist menace to kill people including public officials, the bribery & corruption of public
officials & media, vast schemes of internet hoaxing using fake names, classic US southern
racist & anti-Semite power against 'kike Jews' / black 'n-ggers'
- Bribery of US judges began as evidence of Cornwell's disgusting fetish for violating
children's dead bodies came to light in a Virginia court case, ended by bribery of the Virginia
judge, by lawyers for Pearson plc, Willcox Savage, & New York's Michael Rudell
- With Cornwell's over US $100 million in assets from book sales via Pearson, lawyers
sought to enmesh Cornwell in more legal cases, more bribery, & more disgusting crimes, in
order to defraud her out of millions in bribes & fees because, for Pearson lawyers, "the dumb
b-tch never figures it out … milk that b-tch like a fat f-cking cow!"
- Pearson & other lawyers for Cornwell exploited Cornwell's fetish to dominate over Jews,
whether lesbian girlfriend or Jewish victim, targeting another book author who had begun
investigating Cornwell, Polish citizen Dr Les Sachs

- Seeking to steal Cornwell's millions, Pearson-Cornwell lawyers faxed Sachs a neo-Nazi
anti-Semite threat to burn a Jew's books, using Cornwell's name, and then bribed both
Cornwell's personal staff & a Richmond news reporter, to publish a fake 'interview with
Sachs' by a reporter who never met nor interviewed him, on a newspaper front page
- Though Sachs denounced the interview as a fraud, the Pearson-Cornwell lawyers hid from
Cornwell that they themselves had fabricated the interview and as a result of the fraudulent
article planted by her own lawyers, Cornwell agreed to pay millions to attack Sachs &
threaten to kill him … this deception of Cornwell continues today by Ropes Gray lawyers led
by Joan Ann Lukey in Boston, continuing crimes of many other Cornwell lawyers
- Cornwell's lawyers shared funds stolen from Cornwell with Alex 'the Gangster' Gigante,
Pearson plc General Counsel, and since then Pearson-Google have widely bribed many
parties with millions defrauded out of Cornwell, deceiving Cornwell they are 'working for
her' and giving her 'great victories', Cornwell distracted from her own lawyers robbing her
- Defrauding Cornwell into giving her consent to pay millions to threaten to kill Sachs, extort
& enslave him, Pearson-Cornwell lawyers set up terrorist acts with 'Judge Robert Payne is
my name, Federal bribery is my game', the bribed judge assisting Pearson in hiding from
Cornwell herself that her own lawyers were defrauding her
- Extortion & enslavement of Polish citizen Sachs happened quickly - Bribed US Federal
Judge Payne phoned Polish citizen Sachs telling him his freedom to write & speak was
instantly banned, without trial or hearing, and shortly afterwards this was followed by
Pearson lawyers & friends of Judge Payne, threatening to torture Sachs to death, whilst
falsely posing as lawyers for Sachs
- Pearson-Cornwell lawyers allowed Sachs to remain alive, under 'Pay us or we KILL YOU'
extortion arrangements, embodied in a fraudulent document created by bribed US Federal
Judge Payne & the Pearson lawyers, falsely claiming Sachs had 'agreed' to a lifelong ban on
his own freedom to write & speak, to have his publishing company & reputation destroyed,
& to be a lifelong slave to Judge Payne & Pearson lawyers, paying them hundreds of
thousands until he was dead
- Paying extortion funds for a time, Polish citizen Sachs escaped to Europe where he became
a major EU journalist on the extensive legal corruption within the US regime; a member of
the house of Belgian's King Albert II likely prevented Sachs' murder; Pearson plc, Cornwell's
other lawyers & Cornwell herself, poured tens of thousands of words of lies & hoaxes against
Sachs on the internet, using techniques offered by Google to all child rapists, extortionists,
terrorists and murderers who can show they bribe US judges & politicians
- Court filings to US Appeals & Supreme Court judges made by Sachs after his arrival in
Europe, were never answered by those judges, who further 'ordered' that those filings be
deleted from US court records & censored from the internet, so that in Pearson-Google US
legal cases, the only court filings US judges allow are from people bribing the USA
- Sachs became an early journalist about the crimes of Google with its Wikipedia operation
against EU citizens as they serve US political criminals, and this led to Google Inc joining
Pearson as a full partner in the Pearson-Google terrorist scheme against EU nations, and
seeking to totally destroy Sachs' new life in Europe and murder him

- Using more political-gangster lawyers led by Boston's Joan Ann Lukey, drawing on
President Bush favours whilst stealing more of Cornwell's funds, Pearson-Google then bribed
US Federal Judge Norman Moon, to hold a fraudulent in absentia 'trial', in order to spread
libellous lies about EU witness Sachs, and issue 'orders to Google' to violate EU laws &
block Sachs from replying to Pearson-Google internet hoaxes & defamations totalling tens of
thousands of words; US DOJ Prosecutor Patrick Fitzgerald was also bribed & paid by Google
to issue a corrupt 'comfort letter' promising non-prosecution of Pearson-Google crimes
- Pearson-Google have maintained comprehensive campaigns to terrorise & threaten media,
lawyers & government officials on two continents, threatening instant disbarment of any US
lawyer, defamation & Google erasure of any EU lawyer; quick automatic 'conviction' &
Google censorship of any EU media via fake US judge 'trial' held by one-way harassing email; and defamation, career destruction or possible murder of EU officials, by killers
holding USA passports & posing as tourists
- With EU citizen Sachs a major witness, informer & reporter to EU governments,
intelligence agencies, & police units, & having registered criminal complaints in EU nations
against Pearson-Google criminal actions, the tens of thousands of words of lies, defamations
& hoaxes against Sachs, are criminal obstruction & perversion of justice, and also criminal
attempts to intimidate EU government officials, and also lawyers in the European Union
- Criminal acts by Pearson-Google in this terrorist scheme included bribery of New York
Times & UK Guardian staff members & other media figures, bribery of law professors, hiring
of large teams of internet trolls & stalkers, extensively using Google's fraudulent 'Wikipedia',
with bribed media reporters & internet hoaxers receiving Google's criminal promise to block
all Dr Sachs' multiple websites so he cannot reply to lies & defamations
- Reports to the EU Commission authored by Dr Les Sachs, discussing Pearson-Google
crimes, are major background to the courageous EU actions against internet monopoly
Google, helping EU Commissioners & staff to understand the criminal nature of Google Inc
- Pearson-Google crimes of financial & other fraud against EU companies & citizens, related
to Pearson-Google extortion & terrorism, are massive & broad, including defrauding EU
companies & citizens into hiring corrupt USA-tied law firms; financial fraud of the EU
public duped into donating to the fraudulent 'Wikipedia' encyclopaedia run by child-rape &
gang-stalking criminals; and raising funds for terrorism & criminal gangsters via defrauding
the public into purchasing books 'authored' by manipulated criminal psychopath Cornwell
A few items of 'smoking gun evidence in USA DOJ & EU police agency files, regarding
Pearson-Google bribery - extortion - terrorism crimes
- Transcripts showing mentally-disturbed psychopath Cornwell committing repeated perjury
in US federal courts, coached by her lawyers who bribed US Federal Judges Payne & Moon
(Cornwell's perjury about her written threats to burn a Jew's books, Cornwell's impossible
perjury claiming that Brussels EU citizen Sachs was 'sneaking into the USA' to 'stalk' her)
- Clearly fraudulent document created by bribed US Judge Payne & Pearson plc lawyers,
claiming EU citizen Sachs had quickly agreed to lifelong ban on his own journalism & rights,
plus that he would pay several hundred thousand to the judge's friends menacing to kill him
- Fraudulent 'freedom foundation' of Pearson lawyers Tom Roberts & German neo-Nazi Tim
Schulte, friends of Judge Payne, posing as Sachs' lawyers whilst threatening to kill him

- Large string of criminally-harassing e-mails sent through Google G-Mail by bribed US
federal judge Norman Moon, acting like a deranged criminal psychopath whilst enjoying his
Pearson-Google bribery funds & payments, Moon also issuing his EU-attacking illegal 'court
orders' to violate EU laws, & block an EU citizen from replying to lies by Moon himself &
his friends
- Transcript from Virginia local courtroom, on day Sachs risked his life to confront Pearson
terrorist extortionist & fraud Tom Roberts menacing to kill him, Roberts joking about killing
Sachs, not realising that Sachs was about to escape to safety in Europe with the evidence
- E-mail electronic evidence proving Pearson-Google cyber-terrorism, with computer viruses
e-mailed to destroy European computers, sent both by Pearson lawyer James Magner, & by
US DOJ agents in corrupt employ of Pearson-Google
- Criminally defamatory articles with lies seeking to obstruct & pervert justice, published by
bribe-taking media at the UK Guardian, New York Times - Boston Globe, & other media,
directly receiving corrupting funds & payments from Pearson-Google
- Multi-year electronic records on the fraudulent 'Wikipedia' site continually receiving
Google payments, showing multi-year trolling, stalking & obstruction of justice, with
Wikimedia administrators sending hate mail directly from CIA contractor corporate accounts
- Continued criminal obstruction of justice for Pearson-Google crimes via bribed 'articles' on
Pearson's own corporate websites
- Criminal obstruction of justice for Pearson-Google crimes via Google-owned websites
using fake names, such as a 10,000-plus word rant of hate for her victim Sachs, written by
Patricia Cornwell herself using fake name 'Sandy Corona'
- Hate mail received by Sachs from people around the world, believing tens of thousands of
words of lies published by Pearson-Google on the web, whilst Google illegally blocked Sachs
from replying, Sachs' own multiple websites with replies erased, in full violation of EU
Member State laws, and EU & United Nations Human Rights Conventions
- Recorded statements of Pearson-Google criminals going about boasting of their crimes,
giving such details as the names of the 'bag men' physically carrying the bribery cash to US
judges (lawyer Conrad Shumadine of Norfolk handing bribery cash to US Federal 'Judge
Robert Payne is my name, Federal bribery is my game'; lawyer Jimmy Morris of Richmond
paying bribery cash to US Federal Judge Norman Moon)
Quotes from Pearson-Google bribery criminals, recorded by witnesses as these criminals go
about boasting of their crimes & terrorist threats against EU citizens & governments
"Bribed American judges & Google, motherf-cker! What the f-ck are you going to do about
it? I've got the whole US government backing me up, motherf-cker!"
"It's all really simple. You pay millions to bribe US Presidents, & you get to bribe the federal
judges, & you get to bribe the federal prosecutors like that Fitzgerald I paid to lick my ass.
What's so hard to understand, motherf-cker? … There is no f-cking 'US Constitution' … The
'Constitution' belongs to people like me, who own the f-cking US judges!"

"Everything we do is 'legal' because we're bribing American judges, that makes anything fcking legal … Bribed American judges, motherf-cker! End of f-cking story."
"So you have evidence, motherf-cker? We'll have some of the judges I'm bribing take a look
at your evidence & f-cking bury it, & that'll take care of your evidence, motherf-cker!"
"The best part of banning someone's freedom of speech is totally slandering the motherf-cker
… I love being able to tell people I hate, You are totally slandered, motherf-cker, and there is
f-cking nothing you can do about it!"
"Keep your mouth shut you stupid f-cker, can have you totally destroyed on Google!"
"Every dumbf-ck in the world believes Wikipedia! … I love planting sh-t on Wikipedia &
watching the whole world lick up my sh-t … And my c-ntlickers at Google make sure all that
sh-t is copied 100,000 times all over the f-cking internet."
"Bribed American judges, motherf-cker, that's the game we play … Do you know what an
American judge is, motherf-cker? An American judge is someone who will do whatever I say
to totally f-ck you up."
"Any lawyer tries to f-ck with my sh-t in America, I'll have my judges fix his f-ckin' ass, He'll
hear me say, that's the last day you practice law, motherf-cker!"
"Of course I threatened to kill the Jew f-cker, of course I threatened to burn his f-cking books
… I love humiliating that Jew f-cker! … I stalked that Jew f-cker for years … And look who's
the 'stalker' now! Bribed American judges, motherf-cker!"
"F-ck you up, slander you, kill you, totally destroy you just like destroyed kike Jew f-cker
Leslie Sachs … Same thing is gonna happen to you, motherf-cker!"
"No amount of money is ever going to compensate for destroying so many years of that Jew
f-cker's life … So you keep slandering that Jew f-cker Leslie Sachs, slander that Jew f-cker
all over the world … Keep on pounding that Jew f-cker until he is f-cking dead."
Dr Les Sachs
L.Sachs@Inbox.LT
c/o Law Offices of Georges-Henri Beauthier, Berckmansstraat 89, 1060 Brussel, Belgium
--Attachment C
US Justice Dept Attorneys face rejection of US request to extradite UK hacker Lauri Love
US Department of Justice
United States Attorney Paul J Fishman, New Jersey
United States Attorney Nicholas P Grippo, New Jersey
United States Attorney Ryan K Dickey, Virginia
United States Attorney Carmen Ortiz, Boston
Re: Rejection of US extradition request for Mr Lauri Love of Suffolk UK

You are not getting your hands on Mr Lauri Love, you have wasted your time.
The long history of trans-national crimes, terrorist & extortion acts, the suborning of US
Attorney Patrick Fitzgerald & admitted bribery of US federal judges, with implicit criminal
threats against UK officials themselves, long indulged by Carmen Ortiz in Boston & by
bribery sponsor & ex-AG Eric Holder, has now come back to haunt you.
Bribery & extortion & criminally harassing terrorist e-mails to Europe, creation of fraudulent
documents to deceive UK officials, fake US 'legal proceedings', by the very same US fed
judges who can be amongst those putting Lauri Love on trial … With Ortiz not only
personally indulging international terrorist acts targeting the UK, but also herself being
effectively a murderess of hacker Aaron Swartz, whose induced death (of the 'suicide' type
exactly as I was threatened with, by USA federal-judge-backed terrorists), now is a clear
threat to Mr Love as UK officials & judges can see.
The enclosed files from the offices of the UK government ministries, London barristers &
solicitors, and also a filing with the UK courts, will spell it out for you. Be sure you see both
files, the one addressed to the UK ministers & the one addressed to the US Embassies,
Secretary of State John Kerry & US Atty General Loretta Lynch - the latter has the better
summary of the terrorist acts which DOJ fails to prosecute.
The Polish citizen your criminal USA regime terrorised & harassed for so long
Dr Les Sachs, Witness to the EU Commission & UK & European governments
L.Sachs@Inbox.LT
c/o Law Offices of Georges-Henri Beauthier
Berckmansstraat 89, 1060 Brussel, Belgium

